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The goal framework is not only a form of advertising design, but also one of the 
most popular academic topics. Early research showed there was a huge dispute in the 
effect of gain-goal framework and loss-goal framework. On the one hand, some 
scholars believed that gain-goal framework was more effective than loss-goal 
framework. On the other hand, other scholars believed that loss-goal framework was 
more effective than gain-goal framework. Therefore, in recent years some scholars 
compare gain-goal framework to loss-goal framework with respect to level of 
information detail, time distance, regulatory focus, emotion, sex, information source 
credibility, Information focus, medical service type, perceived risk. 
However, completely different from the existing studies, this paper focuses on 
who benefits from the proposal in the advertisement. Therefore, this paper thinks of 
the appeal type (egoism vs. altruism) which is a new perspective as a moderator 
between goal framework and green consumption intention. Based on dual-process 
theory and loss aversion theory, this paper argues, appeal type (egoism vs. altruism) 
moderates the effect of goal framework on green consumption intention. In order to 
find out the reasons why it is so that, this paper further discusses the influence 
mechanism of the goal framework on green consumption intention and argue that 
there are two mediated mechanisms. 
Through four scenario experiments, the research gets four conclusions. Firstly, 
when the appeal type is egoistic, compared to gain-goal framework, the loss-goal 
framework is more effective to green consumption intention; when the appeal type is 
altruistic, compared to the loss-goal framework, the gain-goal framework is more 
effective to increase green consumption intention. Secondly, when the appeal type is 
egoistic, involvement mediates the effect of goal framework on green consumption 
intention. This result can explain “when the appeal type is egoistic, compared to 
















consumption intention”. Thirdly, when the appeal type is altruistic, psychological 
resistance mediates the effect of goal framework on green consumption intention. 
This result can explain “when the appeal type is altruistic, compared to the loss-goal 
framework, the gain-goal framework is more effective to increase green consumption 
intention”. 
It has important theoretical and practical implications in this paper. In theory, this 
paper explores differences between gain-goal framework and loss-goal framework 
when appeal type (egoism vs. altruism) is different, and discusses the reasons of these 
effects. These findings are important supplements to the existing research, and 
develop the new perspective for other researches. In practice, the results of this paper 
can provide good advices for marketers when they use the goal framework, and help 
them understand goal framework deeply. 
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